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(HAPTEI

IiTRODUCTION

The Problem

"any and varied studies have been made in advertising

from the standpoint of both the advertiser and the customer.

Attempts have been made to determine the buying motives of

customers so that advertisers would know the best appeals to

use in their sales program.

It is the purpose of this study to determine the type of

appeal, the size and cost, the plan of insertions, and the

extent superlatives are used inT he Dallas Morninr News used
car advertisements of twenty automobile dealers during the

month of April.

Specifically stated, it is the aim of this analysis to

determine, first, the types of basic advertising appeals used

in The Dallas ornin News by twenty selected automobile

dealers in the light of advertising appeals most uniformly

agreed upon by fourteen writers in the field of advertising

and salesmanship; second, to determine the plan of inserting

advertisements in terms of the advertising days of each week,

the number of advertisements of each concern appearing each

day, the number of insertions of the same copy of each concern,

and the general procedure of insertion as to whether several

small advertisements are inserted throughout each week or a

1
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combination of small and large advertisements is inserted

during each week; third, to determine the size and cost of ad-

vertising to each of the twenty dealers "or the month of April;

fourth, to determine the extent superlatives are used in ad-

vertising copies.

It is not the purpose of this study to determine whether

or not the advertising appeals most uniformly agreed upon by

the fourteen writers are the just and proper appeals to be

used in used car advertising, but rather to determine the

actual appeals used in used car advertising out of the group

of appeals named by these writers. Neither is it proposed to

determine the extent of correctness or incorrectness of the

plan of insertions actually in use by the dealers. In summary,

this study is expected to determine the status of used car ad-

vertising on the points stated and to reach conclusions that

will be helpful and beneficial to students of advertising and

salensmanship.

Explanation of Newspaper Used Car Advertising

The newspapers constitute one of the largest media for

advertising. And it is generally agreed that newspapers offer

the advertiser two outstanding advantages; first, the matter

of timeliness--an advertisement prepared today can appear in

tomorrow's newspaper; second, the matter of local circulation

coverage in selected and desired markets.1

Duffy, _ ssnYertiein aedia and Harkets, p. 69.
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According to Mr. N. W. Taylor, as a general rule most

automobile concerns make regular use of newspaper advertising

because of the constant need to keep the consumer advised

about new models, new improvements, greater comfort, economy,

luxury and other appeals commonly resorted to by dealers in

the promotion of merchandise. Of course, a greater concen-

tration of advertising is found when new models are received

and sales are announced.2

Used car dealers confine their newspaper advertising to

the classified advertisement section of most daily newspapers.

The classified advertising differs somewhat from regular ad-

vertising on other pages of the newspaper. The reader must

first have an interest in the classified section before any

advertising copy or appeal will come to his attention. In the

other parts of the paper the advertisers hope to catch the

attention of the average reader who may not have, up to the

particular time of reading, given the advertiser's product any

thought. Therefore, it is expected that the reader would be

interested in used cars or other classified advertisements be-

fore turning to the classified advertisement section. 3

Definition of Terms

In this study the term "adverting appeals" will refer to

the appeals used by the advertisers in an attempt to attract

2 N. W. Taylor, Assistant Director of National Advertising,
(By correspondence), Dallas ornin News.

3G. B. Hotchkiss, An Outline of Advertising, p. 67.

-
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the attention of customers and lead them to buy. In actuality,

the terms buying motives, desires, and appeals are referred to

by the writers in the field of advertising as related or syno-

nomous terms. For example, an advertising suggestion that

meets with the economical desire or motive of an individual

is classed as an economy appeal. 4

The layout refers to the original form that is drawn up

for the advertisement. Size, shape, space, and general charac-

teristics of the advertisement enter into the definition of

the layout. Closely connected with the layout is the copy.

The copy is that part of the advertisement involving the use

of words. It includes the text or message and also, strictly

speaking, the headline. Often the layout is made and then the

copy is written to fit the space. At other times, the copy

may be written first and the size of the advertisement or the

layout adapted to the copy.5

Method of Gathering Data

The First step in this study was that of going through

all available material in the North Texas State Teachers Col--
lege library on or related to advertising, salesmanship, mar-

keting, distribution, and psychology in selling and buying.

Statements of the writers in regard to advertising appeals,

4D. B. Lucas and C. E. Benson, Psychology for Advertisers,
p. 71.

5P. D. Converse, Essentials of Distribution, p. 548.
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buying motives, and human desires were collected. These appeals,

motives, and desires were tabulated to determine the group that

was most uniformly agreed upon by the writers.

The second step in the collection of the data was the

selection of twenty automobile dealers who advertise in The

Dallas Morning News. The number was set at twenty after the

results of the tabulation from a score sheet set up had shown

that only twenty dealers advertised used cars consistently

throughout the month of April.

The third step in gathering the data was the setting up

of score sheets and the tabulation of the advertising appeals

used, the number of insertions, size, cost, and the superlatives

used. Mr. N. W. Taylor, Assistant Director of National Adver-.

tising and one of the staff members of The Dallas Mornin. News,

supplied information in regard to the method of computing costs

and also gave other essential information.



CHAPTER II

ADVERTISING APPEALS AS AGREED UPON BY FOURTEEN WRITERS

AND THE ADVERTISING APPEALS USED BY THE TWENTY

AUTOMOBILE DEALERS

One of the most comprehensive researches related to the

field of advertising ever made was carried on by General

Motors. Profusely illustrated, the questionnaire was printed

in booklet form and had twenty-four pages. All the consumer

had to do was to check his answers. On one page the reader

was asked to check the qualities that would influence him most

when it came to choosing his next car. Over a million of

these questionnaires were distributed through personal work

and through requests sent in as a result of national advertis-

ing. After the answers were tabulated it was found that

motorists answering the question as to what qualities would

influence them in buying their next car voted as follows: 1

(1) dependability; (2) economy; (3) safety; (4) style;

(5) comfort.

In an effort to determine the effectiveness of buying

motives, Starch made a study of the motives to determine how

they would be ranked from the consumer point of view. The fol-

lowing data and remarks on the ranking of the Relative Strength

A. J. Brewster and H. H. Palmer, Introduction to Adver-
tising, p. 63. ~"~
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of motives in General (Table 1) are taken from Starch who says:

In order to arrive at a somewhat more tangible
evaluation of the various motives a considerable
number of persons were asked to express their personal
reactions in accordance with the following instructions:
The following is a list of the most important motives
for action in human life. Some are more potent than
others in determining our actions and our behavior as
a whole. Ask yourself, in connection with each one,
how important it is in determining your own actions
from day to day. Write 10 after the very strongest
motives and a number between 0 and 10 after the others,
according to their relative strength or importance. 2

As shown in Table 1, Starch used the phrase "love of off-

spring" to designate one motive instead of the term "family

affection" as referred to in Table 3, the twenty appeals most

uniformly agreed upon by fourteen writers. Also, Starch uses

the phrase "approval of others", which might be considered to

mean the same as the term "reputation or reliability", but

that is debatable. The term "construction" and "humor" are

also included in Starch's study, which other writers did not

refer to. The kind of ranking presented in Table 1 is similar

to the order of merit method. The data were obtained entirely

by individual subjective judgments. Starch's method of ob-

taining the data is considered unreliable by some of the writers

on advertising. However, Starch does not claim the study com-

pletely satisfactory and states that the reactions obtained

from the seventy-four men and women are tentative and would

probably be changed in testing of a larger and different group. 3

2 D. Starch, Principles of Advertising, p. 272.

3 Ibid., p. 273.
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T'ABLEI

RELATIVE STRENGTH OF MOTIVES Ii GENERAL9

Motives Value* Motives Value

Appetite-Hunger 9.2 Curiosity 7.5

Love of Offspring 9.1 Efficiency 7.3

Health 9.0 Rivalry 7.3

Sex Attraction 8.9 Social Distinction 6.9

Ambition 8.6 Friendliness 6.8

Pleasure 8.6 Imitation 6.5

Comfort 8.4 Fear-Caution 6.2

Possession 8.4 Construction (or
Dependable) 6.0

Approval of Others 8.0 Style 5.8

Safety 7.8 Humor 5.8

*Value ranks f;r om 0t to l10.

A study of advertising appeals was made by H. L. Holling-

worth and H. F. Adams, and presented by A. T. Poffenberger.

The summary of the results of this study is shown in Table 2.

It is to be noted that this particular study concluded with

an agreement upon twelve advertising appeals.

Since the purpose of an appeal is to motivate, a success-

ful appeal must arouse an active effort to gratify some de-

sire. The appeal may follow a process of reasoning, a play

9Ibid., p. 272.
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upon the emotions, or it may depend upon suggestion and habits.

The appeal may be made to any of the natural and acquired human

tendencies and appetites. When an advertising appeal is suc-

cessful it must lead the reader through a part or all of the

process which results in buying.10

TABLE 2

RELATIVE STRENGTH OF APPEALS 1 1

Appeal Order Appeal Order

Appetite I Reputation 7

Family Affection 2 Pleasure- 8

Protection 3 Style 9

Sympathy 4 Ambition 10

Health 5 Imitation 11
Economy 6 Social Distinction 12

It was found by tabulation of the appeals mentioned by

the writers that fourteen writers in the field of advertising

and salesmanship most uniformly agreed upon twenty advertising

appeals as shown in Table 3. However, it should be understood

that these men do not claim that all appeals are usable in pro-

moting the sale of any given product. Neither do these writers,

1. B. Lucas and C. E. Benson, Psychology for Advertisers,
p. 71.

11 A. L. Poffenberger, Psycholog in Adveribs in, p. 95.
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TABLE 3

TWENTY APPEALS AS SCORED BY FOURTEEN WRITERS 12' 13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23

Appeals Rank Appeals Rank

Ambition 14 Appetite-Taste 10
Comfort and
Convenience 14 Curiosity 9

Pleasure 13 Health 9
Family Affection 13 Safety 8
Economy 12 Efficiency 8
Social Distinction 11 Imitation 8
Fear-Caution 11 Dependability-

Durability 7
Possession 11 Friendliness 7

Reliability-
Sex Attraction 10 Reputation 7
tl.10e6 Rivalry6

12F. L. Blanchard, The Essentials of1 Adtsin, pp. 25-28.
13A. J. Brewster and H. H. Palmer, Introduction to Ad-

vetsig p. 75-83.

1 4 Rex Cole, Rex Cole on Salesmanship, pp. 114-120.
1 5 P. D. Converse, Essentials of Distribution, pp. 450-451.

16H. W. Hepner, Psychology in Modern Business, pp. 505-507.

17G. B. Hotchkiss, An Outline off Advertisin, pp. 156-160.

18H. C. Link, The New Psychology of Sein and Adver-
besing, pp. 82-105.'

1 9 D. B. Lucas and C. E. Benson, Psychology for Adverti-

sers, pp. 52-72.

20A. L. Poffenberger, iPsncholoyn Advertising, pp. 32-75.
2 1 D. Starch, inches of Adverbsi, pp. 260-261.
22E. K. Strong, Psychology fof SeIng and Advertising,

pp. 361-364.

23H. Whitehead, Principles of Salesmanship, pp. 18-27.
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referred to in Table 3, agree on the point of which appeals

are used most or which will accomplish the most for the ad.

vertiser.

As indicated by Table 3, there is a total agreement of

201 points out of a possible 280 (71 per cent) on twenty ad-

vertising appeals.

In order to determine the advertising appeals used by

the automobile dealers, a score sheet was set up to tabulate

the appeals used for the month of April. In tabulation each

appeal was referred to by number. These numbers representing

the appeals were placed in the proper column on the score

sheet designated by the week and the particular day of ad-

vertising.

The results of the tabulation of the appeals are shown

in Table 4. Only fourteen out of the twenty appeals referred

to by the writers, were used in advertising of the used cars.

The fourteen appeals used were as follows: efficiency, friend-

liness, style, curiosity, safety, convenience-comfort, eco-

nomy, reliability-reputation, durability-dependability, social-

distinction, fear-caution, ambition, pleasure, and family

af section.

The one appeal most used by all dealers as a group was

the economy appeal. Of the total usage, of fourteen appeals,

the economy appeal was used 47 per cent of the time. Thirteen

dealers used the economy appeal more than any other one appeal

for their advertising.
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TABLE 4

ADVERTISING APPEALS USED IN THE DALLAS MORNING NEgS
BY TWENTY AUTOMOBILE DEALERS

Dealers

in

Used

Automobiles

Packard Dallas

Orand Buick Co.

Vorman-Young

Torn.Williams

C. S. Hamilton
Motor Co.

Automotive Gen-
eral Corp.

X. R. i Ll Inc.

Ben Griffin
Auto Co.

J. Earl Presle-

McColister Che r
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Table 4--Continued

Dealers Advertising Appeals

in --

Used -
O'H 4H'0 z'H

0 e O' fr : -' 'H 4-
Automobiles . r H.4' H .4 *,a) Ha P.-PP odr 'H H C) c 'H0'H" o 4  $O ac.r.., d 1> r~ 0 -om'H

f O ' 
0 P .m 0 - H 04 r i r H

4-4 r'H P H H 94 S0 ($)a q-4 Po $-0 t 'f t ,
4-1 94 0 P a ct 0 0 'H C 0 C3) ciI- 1~

Fred Sheppard 2 4

Johnson Bros.
Chevrolet Co. 3 4 3 22

Auto Market 3 2

Lone Star Olds.
Cad. Co. 8 1 5 3 3

John E. Morriss
Company 2 1 5 4 1

Ed Maher 2 3 2 3

Mohr Chevrolet 2 8
Totals 1215 83 10 56 50 142 7 1 327 1 1 T

Other appeals most used by the individual dealers were

the durability-dependability appeal by Automotive General

Corporation and John E. Morriss Company, the comfort-convenience

appeal by J. Earl Presley Finance Company and Lone Star Olds

Cadillac Co., the efficiency appeal by Nash-Severtson Motor

Company, and the curiosity appeal by Auto Market and Ben Griffin

Auto Company.

As shown in Table 5, the five most important buying mo-

tives compare favorably with the five most used advertising
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appeals in used car advertising. The three appeals and motives

in agreement are: economy, dependability, and comfort.

According to a study presented by Ben Duffy, there is a

better market for used cars than for new cars among the younger

age group. Therefore, the advertising appeals would be directed

to that group. The age peak for the purchase of used cars is

25 to 30 years, whtle 30 to 35 is the major buying period for

new cars. 2 4

TABLE 5

CMPARISN OP BUYING a'iTVs0IVE FOR NW CAR ITH
USED OAR ADVERTISING APPEALS

New Crjjuing Yotives2  Used Car Advertisin ApLs

Dependability Economy

economy Dependability

Safety Comfort-Convenience

Style Reputation-Reliability

Comfort Curiosity

It should be understood that some of the dealers that had

the larger advertisements in The Dallas orln LsAs used

more than one appeal to each advertisement. Therefore, as

will be shown later in the analysis, the total number of appeals

B4en Duffy, dvertisin ied.a and Markets, p. 46.

A. J. Brewster and 3H. {ale, Introduction to Ad-
vertisingp, p.80.9~~~
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used by each dealer will in most cases exceed the total number

of insertions.



CHAPTER III

PLAN OF ADVERTISEMENT INSERTIONS

Having decided to advertise and made an appropriation,

an advertiser must determine the days of the week that he

will advertise, the number and size of the copy, and the

number of times he will insert the same copy.

F. L. Blanchard, in discussing how often advertisements

should be run, explains that experienced advertisers have

found that in daily newspaper campaigns covering the greater

part of the year, it is not necessary to advertise seven days

in the week in order to obtain maximum results. The plan

adopted by many companies provides for an advertisement every

other day. When this plan is followed the public gets the

impression that the advertisement appears in every issue of

the paper. Some advertisers order insertions to be made on

Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday and Sunday while others prefer

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. 1

In the opinion of the writer the advertiser is encouraged

to run the same advertisement as many times as possible be-

cause of the reduced cost per insertion when the same adver-

tisement is run over and over again. The used car dealer is

also faced with the problem of whether or not to enclose a

lF. L. Blanchard, The Essentials of Advertising, p. 94.

16
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list of his used cars in one large advertisement or to make

separate advertisements for a few of his cars.

In order to determine the plan of advertisement inser-

tions of the twenty automobile dealers, a score sheet was set

up and the total number of insertions of each dealer was tabu-

lated for each day of the month of April.

The results of the tabulation are shown in Table 6. As

a group, the twenty dealers advertised everyday of the week.

Sunday was the most used advertising day of the week for the

entire group from the standpoint of the total number of copy

insertions.

The other days of the week ranked in order of the most

used advertising days were as follows: Saturday, second;

Friday, third; Thursday, fourth; Tuesday, fifty; Monday,sixth;

and Wednesday, seventh.

Nineteen out of the twenty dealers advertised one or

more times on Sunday during the month of April. Nine dealers

advertised on Monday, fourteen on Tuesday, eleven on Wednes-

day, twelve on Thursday, fourteen on Friday, and fifteen on

Saturday. It should be also pointed out that six of the

twenty dealers advertised one or more times on each day of the

week during the month. Thus, it is definitely clear that Mon-

day and Wednesday are the least desirable advertising days of

the week as indicated by the twenty dealers.

In view of the fact that the greater number of times a

copy is inserted, the lower the rate per insertion, it is quite

.
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TABLE 6

TOTAL NUBER OF INSE RTIONS OF ADVERTISEI0ENTS IN TERMS OF
THE 1EEK FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL

Dealers Sun. Mon.-Tue. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat.

Packard Dallas 4 5 5 4 4 4 4

Orand Buick Co. 5 7 5 5 5 5 6

Norman-Young 13 30 30 29 36 41 39

Horn-Williamas 3 4 3 2 3 3 3

C. S. Hamilton
Motor Co. 3 1 3 3 3 2 3

Automotive Gen-
eral Corp. 0 0 6 7 9 8 5

X. R. Gill Inc. 5 0 1 1 4 4 1

Ben Griffin
Auto Co. 7 0 1 1 1 4 2

J. Earl Presley
Finance Co. 2 2 2 2 2 2 1

McColister Chev.
C ompany 4 0 1 0 0 4 4

Nash-Severtson
Motor Co. 2 0 1 0 2 2 2

Van Winkle Motor
Company 5 0 1 0 0 2 2

Dependable Motor
Company 7 0 0 0 4 0 0

Fred Sheppard 1 0 0 0 2 1 1

Johnson Bros.
Chevrolet Co. 9 6 0 0 0 2 8

Auto Market 1
1 1 0 0 0
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TABLE 6--Continued

Dealers Sun. Mon. Tue. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat.

Lone Star Olds
Cad. Co. 1 5 0 0 0 0 0

John E. Morriss
Company12 0 4 0 0 0 0

Ed Mauer 10 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mohr Chevrolet
Company 2 0 0 1 0 0 4

Total 86 61 64 56 75 84 85

a problem for a dealer to determine the number of times a

copy should be inserted. If the dealer chooses to insert a

copy many times he faces the possibility of the advertisement

losing its appeal or becoming stale. As a possible result,

the interested reader may become bored with the advertisement

or be led to believe that the dealer has a very poor turnover

in automobile sales. On the other hand, if a dealer inserts

his copy a minimum number of times (one to three), if the

dealer uses the minimum number of insertions of one to three,

he must pay a higher rate for the Sunday insertion if he per-

mits one of the three insertions to be entered that day.

Whereas, if the dealer uses four or more consecutive insertions

the Sunday rate remains the same as the week days.2

The explanation for the increase in the Sunday rate over

the week-day rate is the fact that the daily circulation of

2
:. W. Taylor, Assistant Director of National Advertis-

ing, The Dallas Morning News (By Correspondence).

:.
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The Dallas Morning News is 101,891 and the Sunday circulation

is 110,767.3 The increased circulation is also one reason for

the dealers using the Sunday paper more than the daily papers

for their advertising.

As shown in Table 7, the number of copies used by the

twenty dealers ranged from one to one hundred one. Only three

dealers inserted their copy the minimum of one time for each

copy. The highest number of insertions for one copy was four.

Thus, the range was from one to four insertions per copy while

the average for the twenty dealers was 1.95 or approximately 2.

In determining the general procedure of advertisement in-

sertion, the advertisements were tabulated according to size

for each dealer throughout the month. The results brought

out the points which are no doubt noticed by readers who glance

over the classified advertisement section. With one exception,

the dealers placed the largest advertisements in the Sunday

papers. The larger display type of advertisement found in

Sunday papers ranged from six column-inches to eighteen column-

inches. Four of the dealers inserted the advertisements of

the seventh-eights to six column-inch type along with the lar-

ger type mentioned above in the Sunday papers. However, the

general procedure for the twenty dealers was that of placing

large advertisements in the Sunday paper and the smaller ad-

vertisements through the week.

3 Ibid.
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TABLE 7

COMPARISON OF TOTAL COPY AINID TOTAL NUMBER OF INSERTIONS

FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL

Dealers Average No.

in Used Total No. Total No. Insertions
of

Automobiles of Coy Insertions of Each 
0

op

Packard Dallas 12 30 2.5

Orand Buick Co. 10 38 3.8

Norman-Young 101 218 2.2

Horn-Williams 10 21 2.1

C. S. Hamilton
Motor Co. 12 18 1.5

Automotive Gen-
eral Corp. 14 35 2.5

X. R. Gill Inc. 12 16 1.3

Ben Griffin
Auto Co. 13 16 1.2

J. Earl Presley
Finance Qo. 4 13 3.2

ccCoLfster Chev.
Company 9 13 1.4

Nash-Severtson 5 9 1.8
Motor Co.

Van ainkle Motor

opany 8 10 1.2

Dependable Motor
Company 7 11 1.6

Fred Sheppard 3 5 1.7

Johnson Bro.
Chevy. Co. 9 25 2.8
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TABLE 7-.-Continued

Dealers Average No.

in Used Total No. Total No. Insertions
of

Automobiles of2p Insertions of__Each y

Auto Market 14 4.0

Lone Star Olds
Cad. Co. 6 6 1.0

John E. Morriss
Company 6 6 1.0

Ed. Maier 8 10 1.3

1\ohr Chevrolet 7 7 1.0

*Total numberTofTOpy is the total number of original
layouts constructed or the total original advertisements
which may have been inserted in the paper one or more times.



CHAPTER IV

COST OF ADVERTISING

In order to determine the cost of advertising to each

of the twenty dealers, it was necessary to have the rate

sheet which was furnished by The Dallas iMorning News:

Advertising rates for both display and classi-
fied in The Dallas Morning News are primarily based
on the graduated scale. Automotive advertising is
the one exception. This takes a flat rate in dis-
play but in classified takes the regular rates based
on either the number of insertions or the volume of
space used.

No position of advertisements in classified is
considered beyond the proper classification of the
advertisement. We decline to accept any classified
advertisement placed on any position requirement.
Display advertising can be "positionedV because it
is made up in connection with news matter, whereas,
classified advertising is made up solidly and any
attempt to position advertisements would be in-
herently dishonest.

Display advertising in The Dallas Morning News
is basicly made up in pyramid style from the lower
right hand corner. Display classified advertising,
however, is made up in "inverted pyramid" style as
it hangs under a classified heading. The largest
advertisements are placed at the top and are fol-
lowed by the smaller ones in order. To be four or
more columns in width, a display classified adver-
tisement must be at least five inches deep.

The style of setting any regular or display
classified advertisement does not affect the cost,
unless, of course, cuts are required. The adver-
tiser either furnishes cuts or mats or selects mats
from our mat serve ce (which is free) or pays for
having cuts made.

1N. W. Taylor, Assistant Director of National Advertising,
The Dallas Morning News (By Correspondence).
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TABLE 8

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

Per
Agate Per

Line Inch

One to three insertions, per insertion,
Daily. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25 $3.50
Sunday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30 4.20

Four or more consecutive insertions, per
insertion, with or without Sunday. . . . . .17 2.38

Seven or more consecutive insertions, per
insertion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15 2.10

Fifteen or more consecutive insertions, per
insertion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .14 1.96

Thirty or more consecutive insertions, per
insertion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .13 1.82

It was necessary to set up a cost sheet for each dealer

and tabulate the number of advertisements appearing each day,

the size of each advertisement appearing, and the number of

consecutive insertions. Having collected the data the rates

in Table 8 were applied.

The cost of advertising per dealer is shown in Table 9.

The cost of each advertisement was charged to the day of the

week in which the advertisement appeared. Some of the con-

secutive advertisement insertions extended over the week-end,

and the cost of the advertisements are shown charged in the

week in which they first appeared.

2 Ibid.
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The total advertising cost for the twenty automobile

dealers for the month of April was $6,452.08. Out of the

twenty automobile dealers, Norman-Young had the greatest ad-

vertising cost, 25 per cent of the total or $1613.81 for the

month of April. The Auto Market had the lowest cost, a total

of $38.20. The average cost for the twenty dealers for the

month was 4322.60. T he total advertising business of the

twenty automobile dealers gave The Dallas orning News an

average daily income of $215.07.



CHAPTER V

SUPERLATIVES USED IN ADVERTISING

As was stated in the introduction, it was also desired to

make a study of the extent to which superlatives were used in

advertising by the twenty automobile dealers.

The word superlative, as an adjective, is defined as

meaning superior to all others or highest in degree. Thus,

in the opinion of the writer, superlatives may be considered

as exaggerated words. However, it is not the purpose of the

study to determine whether or not the use of superlatives in-

dicate dishonesty or are unsatisfactory.

F. L. Blanchard has the following to say about superla-

tives:

Do not say that an article is "the best made"
or that you have "the finest line of merchandise
in the state", or that you offer "the most wonder-
ful bargains ever seen in this city'. How riciculus
it is for a merchant occupying a small three-story
building to advertise that he carried the "greatest
assortment of dry-goods in the city", when right
across the street is a department store, occupying
an entire block that sells more goods in a day than
he sells in several months. What is the use of
lying when the truth is so much more effective? You
can not safely say that anything is "the best" be-
cause you do not know. There are enough plain ad-
jectives to use in describing the store or the goods
it carries without employing superlatives. It is
better to over-state the quality of merchandise.1

lF4 L. Blanchard, The Essentials of Adverts in, p. 124.
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The writer can not agree with the statement "the truth

is much more effective" in advertising. At least a large

portion of advertising is, in the writer's opinion, exaggera-

tion, and apparently is meeting with success.

H. W. Hepner made a study of the exaggerated words used

in motion picture advertising which is shown in Table 10. The

study was made of five leading motion picture theaters of one

city of 200,000 population. Hepner found thirty-four words

or phrases used one hundred ten times in twenty-six weeks of

advertising.' Some of the words or phrases designated by

Hepner as exaggerated words are not superlatives.

In the study of the superlatives used by the twenty auto-

mobile dealers, as shown in Table 11, it was found that ten

of the twenty dealers used superlatives in advertising. The

ten dealers used only nine different superlatives for a total

of two hundred eighty-one times. The superlative, "finest"
was used most extensively, for a total of ninety-nine times,

or thirty-five per cent of the total. Also, of special in-

terest was the fact that one dealer, Norman-Young, used eighty-

nine per cent of the total superlatives for the month of April.

In connection with this it must also be remembered that the

advertising of Norman-Young was twenty-five per cent of the

total advertising cost for the twenty dealers.

2H. W. Hepner, Psychology in Modern Business, p. 537.
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TABLE 10

XAGGERATED WORDS USED IN 26 WEEKS OF ADVERTISING OF THE
FIVE FADINGG MOTION PICTURE THEATERS OF ONE CITY

OF 200,000 POPULATION

Theaters

Word Used A B C D E Word Total

Greatest 2 5 4 7 3 21
Perfect 2 4 3 3 12
Sensation 5 1 1 2 9
Most 1 1 3 1 6
Super-special 1 2 1 4
Best 2 2 4
10010 3 1 4
Highest 1 1 2 4
Wonderful 3 1 4
Hit 1 1 1 3
Famous 2 1 3
Epic 2 1 3
Supreme 1 2 3
Smashing 1 1 1 3
Miracle 1 1 2
Exquisite 1 1 2
Possible 2 2
Favorite 1 1 2
Awow 1 1 2
Hottest 2 2
Thrillingest 2 2
Enormous 1 1
Marvelous 1 2
Intense I I
Funniest I I
Immortal 1 1
Classic 1 1
Unsurpassed 1 1
Mammoth 1 1
Masterpiece 1 1
Magnificent 1 1
Gayest 1 1
A11-compelling 1 1
Breath -taking 1 1

Total 34 20 12 26 18 110
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TABLE 11

SUPERLATIVES USED BY TEN OF THE TWENTY AUTOMOBILE
DEALERS ADVERTISING IN THE DALLAS MORNING NEW S

4-3
Dealers

oco 44bO 0 P -3
'H 0 H cP 0 0 A .e 0 0m 10, 0 Cif He a
0 4-3 4 P OH b 0o

fA paH c 0 0 0 09 A r

Orand Buick Co.

Norman-Young

C. S. Hamilton
Motor Co.

Automotive Gen-
eral Corp.

X. R. Gill Inc.

hash-Severtson
Motor Go.

Van Winkle Motor
C company

Johnson :Bros.

Ohe v.Co.

Lone Star Olds
Cad. Co.

John E. orriss
Gonpany

Total

t. - I

3 2

36125

2

53 139

2

3

1

l1 3

33

3

1

11

250

4

3

3

1

4

3

I

281

1

1I

3

1
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CHAPTER VI

CONG LPUSIO

Fourteen advertising appeals were used by the twenty

automobile dealers advertising in T e Dallas Mornin News

during g the month of April. The fourteen appeals used were as

follows: efficiency, friendliness, style, curiosity, safety,

convenience-comfort, economy, reliability-reputation, dura-

bi.ity-dependability, social-distinction, fear-caution, ambi-

tion, pleasure, and family affection.

The economy appeal was the one most used appeal by the

dealers. The economy appeal was used forty-seven per cent of

the total appeals used.

As shown in Table 12, the number of advertising appeals

used corresponds or exceeds very little the total number of

advertising insertions. The total number of appeals used by

each dealer ranged from five to two hundred forty-six. Whereas,

the total number of insertions per dealer ranged from four to

two hundred eIghten. In other words, most of the advertise-

ments had only one appeal.

Three dealses nCrted their advertising copy a minimum

of one time for each copy. The highest number of insertions

for one copy was four. The average insertion was 1.95 or

approximately 2.

32
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TABLE 12

COMPARISON OF TOTAL ADVERTISING APPEALS, ADVERTISING
INSERTIONS, ADVERTISING COST, AND SUPERLATIVES USED

Dealers ' 0

Hr

--)dc4t E-lPH -m4Od 0 0 i

EP 44 &EA<4H E4 <4 0 o00

Packard Dallas

Orand Buick Co.

Norman-Young

Horn-Williams

C. S. Hamilton
Motor Co.

Automotive Gen-
eral Corp.

X. H. Gill Inc.

Ben Griffin
Auto Co.

J. Earl Presley
Finance Co.

McColister Chev.
Company

Nash-Severtson
Motor Co.

Van Winkle Motor
Company

Dependable Motor
Company

40

97

246

26

31

35

27

27

26

16

9

10

11

30

38

218

21

18

35

16

16

13

13

9

10

11

$ 460.74

904.80

1613.81

271.92

660.24

215.46

308.44

472.56

196.93

411.24

154.15

101.31

108.06

11

250

4

3

3

I

4
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TABLE 12--Continued

rd0
Dealers 'I)
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Fred Sheppard 6 5 61.68

Johnson Bros.
Chev. Co. 35 25 573.53 3

Auto Market 5 4 38.20

Lone Star Olds
Cad. Co. 20 6 272.12 1

John E. Morriss
Company 13 6 195.38 1

Ed. Maher 10 10 205.50

Mohr Chevrolet
Company 10 7 226.01

Excepting one case, the dealers placed the largest ad-

vertisements in the Sunday paper. The larger display type of

advertisement found in the Sunday papers ranged in size from

six-column inches to eighteen column inches.

Four of the dealers inserted the smaller advertisement

of seventh-eights to six column inches along with the larger

display advertisements in the Sunday papers. The general pro-

cedure was that of placing large advertisements in the Sunday

pper and smaller advertisements through the week.
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The total advertising cost for the twenty automobile

dealers was $6,452.08. The total advertising cost per dealer

ranged from 38.20 to $1613.81. The highest figure, charged

to Norman-Young represented twenty-five per cent of the total

advertising cost of the twenty dealers. The average cost for

the twenty dealers was $322.60.

Only nine of the twenty dealers used superlatives in ad-

vertising during the month of April. The nine dealers used

nine different superlatives for a total of two hundred eighty-

one times. The superlatives used were: best, largest, finest,

cleanest, lowest, easiest, snappiest, longest, and most. The

word 'finest' was used thirty-five per cent of the total.

Norman-Young used superlatives most extensively, for eighty-

nine per cent of the total.

In consideration of the status of used car advertising

as analyzed in The Dallas Morning News for the month of April,

1940, the writer believes that the facts as revealed by the

data will be of considerable value to any student of adver-

tising or business man interested in the technique of adver-

tising. As previously indicated, it is not claimed nor does

the writer recommend on the basis of the data presented that

the types of advertising appeals used, or the monthly plan of

advertising of the twenty dealer as the-aaceptable or desir-

able system of advertising. However, the writer is of"the

opinion that an analysis of the gross sales and net earnings

in connection with the advertising expenditure would be a

valuable addition to the study.
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